
Genesis Eleven – Notes and Quotes 

Babel: The Failures of Civilizations 

 

This is the last episode in the long narrative from the creation accounts to the Call of Abraham. 

 After this story, God will abandon the efforts to educate all of humankind at once  

(or at least to record it all in the sacred history of the Bible); 

 instead, God will choose to advance God’s plan for human beings by working first with one person/people 

(first, as in primarily; first, as in chronology and strategy in order to bless all peoples). 

This last story is thus something of a completion; it is the end of the beginning. 

 The universal city completes the types of human relationships and efforts imaginable; 

  All have proven that humanity cannot live well, if at all, on their own and without divine instruction. 

This story, reflecting on language, technology, and the first (prototypical) city exposes fully and finally the human limits, 

 and does so especially by showing failure even when the human is seemingly at its best/highest. 

Thus, this story helps us to pay great attention to God’s next move – a different move – educating first some (then all).  

 

Several important themes from earlier chapters are summarized here: 

 the status of heaven above the earth; 

 the ambiguous power of speech, reason, and the arts; 

 the hazards of both aloneness and unified power; 

 the meaning of the human city and its quest for self-sufficiency; 

 humanity’s desire for fame and immortality. 

Building the tower is likened to reaching for the forbidden fruit – attempting to grasp equality with God – the first story. 

 

There has been in all of this a sustained anti-Mesopotamian bias: 

 examples: demoting the sun in the creation account and critiquing the flood account of Gilgamesh 

     now Babylon (= Babel), the greatest Mesopotamian city, is demonstrated to be fool-hardy and judged by God. 

 

But what was wrong with the project? 

 Everyone, for once and surprisingly working together, and city building, by itself, is not bad…right? 

“all the earth”, “one language”, “one speech” 

 God had created by speech alone: word = thing; statement = deed.  

 Adam had named, and that became its name; this is a secondary kind of creation, layered over the reality. 

Now humanity speaks universally (and univocally?) as if it can say “let us…” and thus create the thing. 

       Humanity is playing God without reference to God. 

“they settled in Shinar (= Euphrates river valley)”; though told not to ‘settle’, but to disperse/wander/ fill the earth. 

Humanity is acting now in defiance of God. 

“they say, ‘let us make’’’ just had God had said (‘Let us make the human one in our own image and likeness’). 

  Humanity is now mimicking God. 

“they make bricks (of dirt) by burning them thoroughly”; God had breathed into dirt and given it life. 

  Humanity is undoing, destroying God’s creation. 

“they build a city with a tower aimed toward heaven”; ingenious use of the arts, but also hubris without bounds. 

  Humanity is building the secular city, not the City of God. 

“lest we be scattered”; the project is based on fear; the tower is meant less for God to descend, but for them to ascend. 

  Humanity is trying to control God. 

“let us make a name for ourselves” is to re-create themselves in their own image by naming themselves for fame. 

  Humanity is usurping God who made them in God’s image. 

 

  



This story unmasks civilization, without God, as idolatry masquerading as humanism.  

Only worship of God makes the human truly human. Read the rest of the Bible. 

 

Babylonian gods made bricks and built cities and towers and temples. 

Gilgamesh - the prototypical human – fails in his heroic conquests to gain immortality, 

but when he returns to Uruk, a Babylonian great city, the city he had earlier founded,  

       and which he built with burnt bricks, he realizes he already has immortality.  

This story of Babel is a critique of Babylon and is a parody of that mythology. 

 

“But the Lord came down to see …”; now we get God’s point of view; it dominates the second half of the story.  

“the children of man” (man = ha’adam here) is meant to recall the first story of the Bible. 

 Some problems here are summative of the problems within humanity which have been exposed earlier. 

The Lord’s statement that humanity will now succeed at whatever they do is condemnation by faint praise, and ironic. 

 They never ascended; God had to come down. A wry comment on the gap they could never overcome. 

 Their project cannot possibly succeed; it fails all the truly important tests – piety, obedience, learning from God. 

  There is no ability for self-critique among them, and thus no possibility for gaining wisdom. 

 

God’s intervention, however harsh it must seem, is a mercy nonetheless. 

     God is proving that this project of humanity, like all the others before it, will fail. 

     His intervention, before the project runs its own course to the same end, demonstrates its inevitable failure. 

     Failure later, by their own hands, may have been perceived as an accident,  

          and merely emboldened them to try harder at the same thing, and on and on repeating forever, thus never learn. 

 Humanity - it is clear in every story - shows absolutely no signs of being able to be self-taught. 

The punishment fits the crime – confusion, alienation, dispersal – and has potential to rehabilitate the criminal.  

     Failure is offered as remedy. 

          Dispersal = nation(s) building, thus sets up sustained mutual critique;  

no one is god anymore; not even when all together 

 Multiplicity for all its horrible companions (war!) is a necessary blessing; 

     No longer will humanity think itself immortal without a reminder of its profound failures which chasten us. 

     A better way will be sought, or if not sought, at least we might now be open to the possibility of being instructed. 

 Is humility now a possibility, for the first time? 

God does not tear down the city or tower; God makes impossible the continuation of the project. 

 This is opposition. This opposition instructs.  

This is not the way. There is another way. Begin reading Genesis 12. 

 

To get a glimpse of God undoing his own undoing at Babel and empowering a new humanity, read the story of Pentecost  

 Acts 2. Now all the languages are again understandable (and the building of the city of God can begin!). 

 

 

  



Genesis 1-11  

Reflection Questions 

 

 

Questions: 

Which of the below ‘reviews and previews’ strikes you as most profound? 

Which was most important for you to hear/learn? 

Which lesson do you think is most important for our contemporaries? 

Which lesson, narrative, or passage in Genesis 1-11 most helps you know and follow Jesus better?  

 

 

A Review of the Old Way 

 

The three movements/moments in the first eleven chapters of Genesis 

First: the condition of simple innocence, in Eden, and the absence of human self-consciousness. Quickly lost. 

 Expulsion into the real world; exercising their autonomy; shame and pride; judgmentally self-conscious now. 

Second: life without law, based only on knowledge of good and evil, humanity descends quickly. It ends violently. 

 Wounded pride, jealously, and murder; death of Adam; mixing of the lines of Cain and Seth; lewd and riotous. 

Third: life with law/covenant, meant to be passed on universally within the family. It fails to pass in the first generation. 

 Destruction within the family of Noah; a return to nakedness and shame; dispersal of the descendants. 

 

‘This is us’ (in reverse order – the later additions to ‘this is us’ do not erase the first truth) 

Struggling at civilization, yet failing miserably (Babel) 

Dispersed, letting distances and differences become divisions (Table of Nations) 

The old lingering in the heart even though given new beginnings (Noah and his sons) 

‘The human heart only evil all the time’ acting out in violence and corruption (The Great Flood) 

Bragging on murder (Lamech) 

Murder (Cain) 

Grasping to be independent of God, like God on our own terms (Adam and Eve) 

‘Made in the image and likeness of God’ 

 This is the most fundamental ‘This is us’ of the Bible 

  The One to Come, The One who Restores, will be the perfect image of God 

 

 

A Preview of a Better Way 

 

This story ends abruptly; the next story (Abraham) begins abruptly.  

We have discarded the earlier way of learning altogether, but not its major lesson: We need to be taught by God 

 Wisdom is from above, not from ourselves. Do we know this now? Are we ready to learn? 

  Does Abraham know these stories, as we do now, and their lessons? 

Abraham, at the very beginning, is called away from Ur of the Chaldees (= a Babylonian city), thus away from civilization 

Abraham obeys God and becomes a wanderer (not a city maker). 

God will do the speaking now as at the beginning with Adam and Eve - commands and promises and covenants. 

Will Abraham learn? Will we? 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapters Nine and Ten – Notes and Quotes 

Paternity and Piety: Noah and his Sons 

 

The Noahic code and covenant mark the founding of civil society,  

based on rudimentary but, for the first time, explicit notions of law and justice,  

rooted in the idea that human beings are created in God’s image.  

Now the challenge is: Can that society and those notions be passed down the generations  

 so that humanity has an enduring future  

  neither cataclysm nor God will destroy them 

  and hopefully neither will they destroy themselves. 

(but they might still destroy themselves?). 

This is the question of perpetuation and of human instruction. 

 We know that God will remain faithful and that humans can learn, but can they teach? 

   Remember the Latin word “tradere” = “to hand over” is the root word for both tradition and traitor. 

And … what is as important: Can humans learn from humans? 

 Thus a story about a father and his sons – paternal authority and filial piety. 

  Remember also: This is a book about God as the first teacher and the source of all good instruction – Noah, and thus us. 

 It is all prototypical: now the prototypical passing on of what had been learned to the next generation. 

  Fathers (and Mothers) are to pass on life and a way of life. 

     (Greek gods and heroes, by contrast, get glory but are complete failures at passing on a way of life.) 

 We will see in this story not how things ought to be, but how they are, absent correctional teaching. 

 

Again, as in many presentations in Genesis so far, we are being taught what humanity was once taught by  

a (sometimes it seems all too) brief narrative of human action, and very short speeches by God. 

 

The story and the end of chapter 9 is brief, ugly, and for those reasons most often neglected. 

This story also introduces differences within the family. 

Always “Shem, Ham, Japheth”, but birth order is Japheth, Shem, and Ham. In Genesis, the firstborn is never preferred 

  

Noah’s drunkenness:  

innocent (relatively)?;  

excusable (he had witnessed the destruction of every human being, but his family)?; 

the error of the father that leads to every other error (like father, like son)?; 

 is this intentional forgetfulness (which is what this story is partially about)? 

Noah’s drunkenness leaves him uncovered in his tent; this is not Eden, there is shame attached to nakedness. 

 He is now merely male, like Adam, incomplete (dehumanized?). Moments before he was father of a family. 

 

The nakedness is observed “uncovered”. (This need not mean much more than ‘observed’, but may mean much more.) 

The nakedness is gossiped. Ham traffics in the shame of his father. Noah is vulnerable (self-inflicted), then victim. 

 

Ham is the first rebel. He lacks awe and reverence.  

He demystifies – exposes – the distinctly human as limited, vulnerable.  He does not honor his father (and his mother). 

     What is he rebelling against? 

    The authority of his father, and thus fatherhood (remember we are in the land of paradigms)?  Natural piety? 

   The whole law/covenant given to his father? Piety as morality (nakedness) and/or as theology (shame)? 

 

  



 

Ham, ‘unfathers his father’, and later is the only son of the three introduced as a father of another (9:18). 

 So… his son Canaan becomes part of the story as the consequence of the sin of the father(s). 

Ham is the father of Canaan, father of the Canaanites/Egyptians – the pagans who war against and tempt the Hebrews. 

 Later stories of Canaanites and Egyptians: 

  Pharaoh’s predatory behavior toward women – chapter 12; 

  Sodomite (Canaanite) homosexual violence against strangers – chapter 19; 

  Incest of Lot’s daughters (born to a Sodomite/Canaanite mother) – 19, a story that parallels this one. 

Canaanite rape of Dinah – chapter 34; 

Who does this demystifying usually? Tyrants and philosophers. Both reveal that the king has no clothes. 

      Nimrod (10:8-12) comes from this line – exposing the vulnerability of an empire and makes one in his own image. 

 

Shem and Japheth, in perhaps the most tender passage so far, cover their father’s nakedness, w/out looking on it. 

      Piety - respect of and deference to authority – toward fathers, is critical to the preservation of that authority. 

 Without Shem and Japheth, Noah remains exposed. 

 And thus, they are able to become fathers with authority in the next generation, embracing Noah and his laws. 

‘Honor your father and your mother’ (note the clear authoritative addition of ‘mother’ in the later, fuller Mosaic Law) 

is the first commandment toward others in the 10 Commandments, and  

is the first sin committed after the flood. 

 

Noah speaks for the first time and curses – not Ham but his son. 

 It is fitting – may your son be a shame to you as you (Ham) have shamed me – but is it just? 

  Ham unfathered Noah; Noah unfathers Ham. 

 It is inevitable – our choices affect our children necessarily – but can we/they minimize rather than increase it? 

  What kind of son do we expect Ham to raise? 

  Is Noah, angrily, making this happen? Or, wisely naming what will (sadly, inevitably) happen? 

(The Egyptians and Canaanites are the opposite of Israel’s holiness. The beginning of the Holiness Code reads: 

     “After the doings of the land of Egypt, wherein ye dwelt, shall ye not do. 

       After the doings of the land of Canaan, whither I bring you, shall ye not do; neither walk in their statutes. 

       Mine ordinances shall ye do, and My statutes shall ye keep, to walk therein: I am the Lord your God.”) 

           Leviticus 18:3-4 

Noah follows the curse with a blessing – his last reported deed. It divides the human race (again). 

Noah blesses God, not Shem directly (as he had cursed Canaan, not Ham directly). 

 Shem had already been blessed by God by being inspired to do good. 

 Japheth, the oldest, is blessed second, and dependently (in Shem’s tents). 

    Together they are more pious than Noah? Yet learned it from him – watched him obey God in the building of the Ark. 

    They respect fatherhood and thus are blessed in their fatherhood. Three kinds of men/fathers/sons; 

1. The tyrannical man, the sexed man – Ham; 

2. The decent man, the noble man – Japheth; 

3. The pious man, the holy man – Shem – from whom Abraham will come – with massive tutoring by God. 

 

So…can wisdom, civility, law, covenant, be passed on to the next generation? Yes. Will it? Only sometimes. 

The family alone will not, cannot, pass on all wisdom. The fathers and the sons are flawed. Salvation is still needed.  

 

And now, in Chapter 10, the nations begin – they begin to be, they begin to disperse, they begin to diversify. 

  



Reflection Questions 

Chapters Nine and Ten 

 
1. The Faith of the People of God is both idea (story and doctrine taught in the Bible) and practice (lives like Jesus). 

Thus, the Faith is a way of thinking and living. 
What are the great obstacles, in our generations, to passing on this Faith? 

The ideas and convictions of our thinking? 
The way of life?  

 What are the great helps with both? 
How are we doing at passing it along? 

 
 
2. Look at 5:32, 7:11, 11:10, and 9:24 and note birth orders and names. 
 Also compare the order of the family going into the Ark (6:19) with the order coming out (8:19). 
 We make much of birth order as psychological influences, if not determinates. 
 What might birth order have to do with spiritual formation? 
 What has been your experience? 
 There are many exceptions – Jesus is a first-born – but why does the Bible report so often God 

 favoring the younger child? 
 (Bonus: Adam and Eve have 3 sons (the first era begins);  

Noah has 3 sons (the second era begins);  
  Terah has 3 sons, one of which is Abraham (the third era begins).  
 
 
3. Do any of us need a reminder of the shameful/dehumanizing effects of drunkenness in our families? 

How do we best deal with it earnestly without the shaming of Ham, but the piety of Shem and Japheth? 
Piety may not require some sort of willing blindness, but it does require deference. How can we do this? 

 
 
4. What, do you imagine, has now come between the brothers?  

Any Cain/Abel in this story? Cain becomes slave of others; so too Canaan. 
Parental favor – justified or not – divides. What challenges do you face in your families of origin and making? 
 
 

5. Some once believed that this story introduced, and thus justified, African slavery by Europeans. It does not. 
 The disbursal of the nations reported in chapter 10 contradicts this.  

The exodus story undermines all slavery.  
The teaching of prophets wars against such injustice. 
The gospel teaches a reunion of all humanity as equals with Jesus. 

 Yet. The nations named in chapter 10 have descendants – Egypt, Babylon, Canaan, eventually Israel.  
 Are there any continuing realities of our day noted in this story of Noah’s sons and the disbursal of the nations?   



Genesis Eight and Nine – Notes and Quotes 

Elementary Justice: Man, Animals, and the Coming of Law and Covenant 

 

Justice, Law, Covenant are now introduced/taught to humanity 

 Humanity accepts restraint, the curtailing of natural dangerous impulses 

 Yet…these are introduced with some ambiguity, a concession barely welcomed in the giving or receiving 

Humanity prompted by fear of death and love of glory, driven by greed and anger, lust and vanity = endless war 

 Chaos has reappeared; a flood is sent to cleanse and begin anew; when the waters recede, chaos recedes 

New humanity begins with Noah, less innocent than Adam, but more wise 

 The Ark is a microcosm of the new world order, all together, safe – does the lion lay down with the lamb? 

 

Food: Humanity and animals are to eat the same food (6:21);  

    though in the beginning (1:29-30) animals were to eat green herbs, humans eat seed-bearing plants and food; 

           Humanity can now eat meat (9:3) though not with the blood still in it. 

 The Shepherd can eat from the flock, but must not become the wolf. 

Sacrifice: Noah – uninstructed, but wise? – sacrifices animals to God, thus slaying animals, his recent Ark roommates 

          Either: God accepts the sacrifice of righteous Noah and pledges therefore never again to destroy, for it has worked 

          Or: God does not accept the slayings, disappointed that even Noah is so inclined and pledges, for it has not worked 

  Humanity inclines toward violence and blood – it is to be regulated, rather than be eliminated…for now 

   Starting over has not solved everything – not nearly – humanity still has (is?) the problem 

Distinctions between humans and animals are now deep and wide 

Animal blood may not be eaten, but human blood must not even be shed  

Humanity is given laws – restrictions and privileges – that the animals are not given 

 

Law: Rousseau, “…the moment when, right taking the place of violence, nature was subjected to law” 

        This law is not Jewish (10 generations before Abraham), it is universal 

 Humanity is clearly distinguished from the animals (and the rest of creation), but no distinctions w/in humanity  

        This is prototypical law; it is divine in origin (vs. all Enlightenment sentiments, like Rousseau). 

 

This Law creates new relationships between humanity and creation (esp. animals), other humans, (and God?) 

This Law, as it restrains human impulses, liberates human possibility. 

This Law is wrapped in/as a blessing; “be fruitful and multiply” frames the law (9:1-7); compare to (1:22-30; 2:17). 

This Law seeks to deter killing, but assumes it cannot be avoided;  

it expects less of humanity’s nature, but more of its choice. 

     Humanity is never again innocent, beneath the need and capacity for law. 

 

The law against killing humans is primitive still, yet an advance 

 This is not the more advanced moral rule “Thou shalt not murder” of the Mosaic Law 

 It is a demand for fitting, blood-shedding punishment once the law is violated 

  Killing is expected; now punishment is commanded 

No distinctions about intent of the heart, pre-mediation, self-defense, etc. are made here 

 Animals are included in the liability to punishment for killing a human 

 A=Whoever                         A’=his 

  B=sheds     B’=shed 

   C=blood                              C’=blood 

    D=of man D’=by man 

This law is less about punishment/protection, than it is about undoing the bloodshed; after execution we are again at A. 



The image of God in humanity: the godlikeness of humanity 

 Made = not self-referential right, but a divine gift for divine purposes;  

image dependent on God being visible, present enough to be reflected 

 In God’s image = is now acquiring more meaning 

  In Genesis 1 and 2, the reader knows of this, but humanity is not told; they/we are now learning  

   Noah is now told – in the sad context of what to do about humans being killed  

The sanctity of life is rooted in the dignity of life; humanity has a God-likeness. 

 

Capital punishment is so…so…problematic 

 Human justice will have great limitations and its own temptations to injustice 

 Later laws in the Bible will spend a great deal of time advancing, refining, defining this (too?) limited law 

     What about the avengers, their humanity? – though impersonal, not revengeful, sanctioned for the good of all 

Concessions are being made often and deeply here – concessions that teach us about ourselves 

 Concessions to our blood letting (which earlier, when unregulated, would have destroyed us) 

  You may eat meat…but not with the blood in it 

  You will (not may or must) take human life…but that life is be taken (away) also 

  

The Noahide (Noahic?) Law is a great gift: 

1. Only when humanity accepts the responsibility for executing strict retributive justice can their own lives as 

human beings be secure; 

2. Only when humanity joins together around shared obligations and responsibilities do individuals become a 

genuine community; 

3. Only in this way can they be said to affirm in deed that they appreciate what it means to be equally in God’s 

image. 

 

What did Noah make of all this? – Noah is silent throughout. 

 Nothing needs be said? God can and does all the talking. 

 Noah (and his family) are dumbfounded, speechless, not knowing what to say? 

 They just don’t get it…at least not yet … and are bewildered? 

 

Covenant = “to bind together” what is/was separate and apart, maybe even at cross-purposes 

 The unspoken bonds which should have sufficed to make us all our brother’s keepers, did not 

 So…the now spoken bonds are (re-?)introduced; like law, covenant is also a concession to need 

  But unlike law which primarily restricts, covenant stimulates 

   Humanity can flourish knowing nature/God will not repeat the flood 

   “No cataclysm again” spurs human exploring/flourishing; we are willing to invest in the future 

This covenant is unilateral, one-sided, and unconditioned. It asks nothing of humanity. 

 This is voluntary and permanent self-restriction by God 

A sign is given to remind God – God alone is bound by this covenant 

 Rainbows are “seeable” from above and below; follows rains, with sun; are wondrously beautiful; fade quickly 

 

God is the Lawgiver 

 Noah and all humanity remains silent throughout all this lawgiving and covenant making 

 Yet…God has been provoked into these acts by the fallenness, frailty, fearsomeness of humanity 

 With sacrifice humanity seeks God; With concessive Law and Covenant God meets humanity 

 

This new world order is modest, but it has restraint/stimulation in law/covenant; Will it lead to justice and civility? 



Genesis Eight and Nine 

Reflection Questions 

 

1. The Covenant with Noah is usually thought of as the second covenant in the Bible – the one with Adam and 

Eve being first. But… it is not clear Adam and Eve knew they were in a covenant – they and we are not told. 

The covenant with Noah is the first covenant announced and entered into with human knowledge. But 

again, God initiates it, announces it as a ‘done deal’. It is not negotiated. Thus we consider this covenant 

unconditional. Human deviation cannot end the covenant. Though we may ‘break’ it, it cannot be broken. In 

what ways does humanity ‘break’ covenant? In what ways does God keep it. 

 

 

2. This covenant is also universal. It is not for some part of humanity, but like the covenant with Adam and Eve, 

for all humanity. Jewish theologians speak of this covenant as alone being universal. Note the subjects: 

Violence, shedding of blood, eating animals, murder, capital punishment, and, the removal of the threat of 

ever destroying the earth (or needing to) by a flood. This is often thought of as ‘concession’ by God to 

inherent violence of humanity. He will not (yet?) end it, God will contain it. How contained is human 

violence? Compare with other times and places, compare with the generation of Noah. 

 

 

3. ‘God remembered Noah’ is the pivot of the story. God will remember his covenant with Noah (and all 

humanity) is the story’s end. The rainbow is for God to see and remember. How protected is humanity from 

its own self-annihilation? How secure is humanity’s future? This covenant sets us forward unafraid in God’s 

creation. How have we done with new courage and freedom? 

 

  



Genesis 7 and 8 – Notes and Quotes 
 

A Children’s Story Written Well: The Ring Composition of the Flood Story 
 

A: Introduction from transition – 6:9-10 
 B: Violence in creation – 6:11-12 
  C: God’s resolve to destroy – 6:13-22 
   D: They enter the Ark – 7:1-10 
    E: The flooding of the earth – 7:11-16 
     F: The waters rise – 7:17-24 
      God remembers Noah – 8:1 
     F’: The waters recede – 8:2-5 
    E’: The drying of the earth – 8:6-14 
   D’: They exit the Ark – 8:15-19 
  C’: God’s resolve to preserve – 8:20-22 
 B’: Peace in covenant – 9:1-17 
A’: Conclusion to transition – 9:18-19  
  
 

Genesis Critiquing Culture: Noah and the Flood and The Gilgamesh Epic 
 

The Ancient Near East – Sumer, Chaldea, Babylon, Egypt, Assyria, and others from 4,000 BC to the turn of the 
ages (BC to AD) – is the culture of the people of the Old Testament and the background culture for much of 
the New Testament. The laws, values, way of life, had many and sometime great variations over this time and 
large area, but these civilizations have so much in common that the Ancient Near East (ANE) is most often 
thought of as one series of civilizations with one culture. 
 
In this culture, God calls Abraham from Ur (the capital city) of the Chaldees. He travels the length of 
Mesopotamia, to a new land that God promises to give him – the Promised Land, modern day Palestine/Israel. 
Later after being liberated from Egypt Abraham’s descendants are given laws through Moses. These laws 
teach how to relate to God and their neighbors, and they teach how not to be like their cultural neighbors – 
that is, how to break with certain parts of ANE culture. ‘Don’t kill your children as a sacrifice to the gods’ being 
a stark example; ‘Love your neighbor’ being another. 
 
The writer of the stories of Abraham and Moses, is the writer who tells us these early Genesis stories with the 
same agenda in mind – teaching about God, teaching about humanity, and teaching what values and practices 
not to borrow from ANE culture. 
 
The Biblical story of the great flood, because it is the longest story in early Genesis (chapters 6-10 of chapters 
1-11) and because we know other stories of great floods from other ANE peoples, allows us to see what is held 
in common and what is different. The other ANE stories that we have are very probably older than Genesis. 
We, with some certainty, think the Genesis writer knew these other stories and largely knew them in the form 
we have them, so comparison is possible. More importantly, we can see what of ANE ideas Genesis critiques. 
Genesis creation stories critique their predecessor rival ANE stories and so too does the flood narrative. 
 
The story of the great flood from Babylonian culture, and later from the Akkadian culture, is the best 
preserved and best known. The Epic of Gilgamesh and Genesis accounts of the flood are very similar. (So too 
are The Epic with the creation story and certain parts of Ecclesiastes.) 
 



A Summary of the Flood story in The Epic of Gilgamesh 
 
The hero Gilgamesh, terrified of death and eager for eternal life, seeks advice from Utnapishtim, a mortal who 
had been saved from the flood and then transformed into a god.  Utnapishtim, in order to teach Gilgamesh 
that his deification was due to special and non-repeatable circumstances, and thus not possible for Gilgamesh, 
tells him the story of the flood.  A council of gods (led by Enlil) decides to send a flood to the earth, destroying 
the cities of men in order to kill all humans.  (No reason is given for the decision, though in another version of 
the legend, one of the gods complains that the noisy human beings are interfering with his sleep.)  One god, 
Ea, secretly sends a warning dream to his favorite, Utnapishtim, urging him to pull down his house, build a 
ship, abandon his possessions, and save his life by going aboard the ship.  Utnapishtim then describes, in great 
detail, the design and construction of his ship and tells Gilgamesh how he took aboard not only his household, 
his relations, and all his animals, but also his gold and silver and all his craftsmen. A six-day storm ensues, so 
frightening that even the gods are panic-stricken; on the seventh day the storm abates, the flood ceases, and 
the ship rests atop a mountain.  Utnapishtim sends out a dove, then a swallow, then a raven in search of dry 
land; the first two returned to the ship, the last did not.  Utnapishtim tells how he then offered sacrifice and 
burned incense, in “seven and seven bowls,” and how “the gods smelled the sweet odor and … gathered like 
flies over the sacrifice.”  Disputes break out among the gods around the offerings, some complaining that Enlil, 
chief instigator of the flood, should not now enjoy the sacrifice inasmuch as he tried to kill all humans, and Ea 
complaining that the destruction was excessive.  As a result, a softened Enlil boards Utnapishtim’s ship, lifts 
him and his wife, and makes them into divinities, to dwell far off with the other gods. 

 
The critique of the earlier Epic by the Genesis account briefly stated 

 
1.  God’s decision to destroy the earth, unlike Enlil’s, is not arbitrary. It is a response to the near-

universal wickedness and corruption of life on earth.  Not so much by punishment as by purgation or 
purification, God seeks to erase the evil that has polluted His creation. God is not angry at humanity, but 
grieved at what has become of humanity. The flood is a mercy – a severe mercy, but a mercy nonetheless. 

2.  Unlike Ea, God decides to spare Noah not out of caprice or favoritism, but on account of grace that 
leads to Noah’s virtue and for the purpose of starting anew with a humanity again as stewards of creation.  

3.  Unlike the gods and goddesses of the Gilgamesh legend, who are terrorized by the wild natural 
forces they themselves have loosed ‘cowering like dogs against the wall, and who later quarrel among 
themselves, God is in full command of chaotic waters, and at one with himself. One God is Sovereign. 

4.  Unlike the Mesopotamian deities, who, starved for human offerings, swarm over the sacrifices like 
flies eager to eat, God merely smells the odor of – He does not eat – Noah’s burnt offering. God receives with 
approval the sacrificing – the attitude of the giver in the giving – not the gift per se. 

5.  Unlike Utnapishtim, Noah does not design the ark, but executes God’s very detailed instructions. 
Whereas Utnapishtim builds himself a ship, fitted with a helm and directed by a helmsman, Noah builds but an 
ark with no clear fore and aft, incapable of being steered in any direction. There is no rudder so no steerage, 
no crow’s nest so no navigation, no deck so no captain. Noah is not Captain of the ship; God is.  

6.  Whereas Utnapishtim reports how he closed himself inside the ship, the Bible reports that the Lord 
shut Noah in. Noah cannot guarantee his own survival. Noah is saved, not Savior; God is. 

7.  Utnapishtim is a crafty commander; Noah is an obedient servant. Genesis celebrates Noah’s 
obedience not his cleverness. Utnapishtim is more competent than gods; the God of Genesis is omnipotent. 

8.  The point of Noah’s ark is not to save a vestige of civilization, but to preserve and perpetuate life, in 
all its profusion and variety, and to restore the peaceful harmony of the original creation, including humanity 
as stewards of creation and partners with God entering into God’s shared Sabbath. 

9. God is instructing and thus saving humanity; the Babylonian gods are annoyed by humanity and 
generally uninterested in their well-being. 

10. The ANE gods try to limit humans. God says again ‘Be fruitful and multiply’ and blesses them. 



Reflection Questions - Genesis Seven and Eight 
 

1. God creates all things and positions humanity as stewards over all things. When humanity 
falters so too does all in our charge. At the beginning of the Noah story, God saw that 
creation, not just humanity, was being destroyed by wickedness. In what ways is humanity 
erring now? What effect has this on creation now? 

 
2. The Genesis Flood Story knows earlier flood stories and critiques them – not by direct 

refutation but by nuanced story telling. What are the great stories of our culture concerning 
creation, early human culture, catastrophe and continuity? In what ways do the Biblical 
stories confirm them and critique them? 
 

3. The Church affirms human culture making and maintaining. But not every part of every 
culture is to be affirmed. What parts of our culture should the church affirm? What parts 
critique?



Notes and Quotes - Genesis 6 
 

 
 

‘The Death of Adam’ is the first set piece, an arch connecting wall to high ceiling, of a 

much larger work ‘The True Cross’. The full fresco covers walls and ceiling, is painted 

on plaster, and is in the church San Francesco in Italy. It was painted by Piero della 

Francesco in the years 1452-1466. Though it has recently been restored, a large center 

section is hiding much of the central tree and Seth kneeling over a dying Adam.  

 

The ‘Legend of the True Cross’ was popular in the late Middle Ages and early 

Renaissance. In the story, the Tree of Knowledge eventually becomes the cross of 

Christ.   

 

Seth, the now oldest living son of Adam is the main character in the painting. Adam is 

dying (shown in the center, lying with his descendants of many generations around 

him). Adam asks Seth to get the ‘oil of mercy’ from the garden of Eden so that he can 

live. Seth goes, makes request of Michael the Angel (shown in the background on the 

right side) who declines the request but tells Seth to plant a seed from the Tree of 

Knowledge into Adam’s mouth. If he does so, Adam will live … again. Michael gives him 

the seed; Seth plants it in Adam’s mouth (shown barely in the center). Seth, looking old 

with a white beard, now lies exhausted (at the far right of the fresco).   



The Song of Noah 
 

The Lord looked down from His window in the sky,  

said: 'I created man but I can't remember why?  

Nothing but fighting since creation day.  

I'll send a little water and wash them all away.’ 

 

The Lord came down and looked around for a spell.  

There was Mister Noah behaving by the well.  

And that is the reason the Scriptures record  

Noah found grace in the eyes of the Lord.  

 

The Lord said: 'Noah, there's going to be a flood,  

there's going to be some water, there's going to be some mud,  

so take off your hat, Noah, take off your coat,  

get Shem, Ham and Japhat and build yourself a boat.’ 

 

Noah said: 'Lord, I don't believe I could.'  

The Lord said: 'Noah, get yourself some gopher wood.  

You never know what you can do ‘til you try.  

Build it fifty cubits wide and thirty cubits high.'  

 

Noah said: 'There she is, there she is Lord!'  

The Lord said: 'Noah, it's time to get aboard.  

Take of each creature a he and a she  

and of course Mrs. Noah and the whole family.'  

 

Noah said: 'Lord, it's getting mighty dark,'  

The Lord said: 'Noah, get those creatures in the ark.'  

Noah said: 'Lord, it's beginning to pour.'  

The Lord said: 'Noah, hurry up, I’ll shut the door.'  

 

The ark rose up on the bosom of the deep.  

After forty days Mister Noah took a peep.  

He said: 'We're not moving, Lord, where are we at?'  

The Lord said: 'You're sitting right on Mount Ararat.'  

 

Noah said: 'Lord, it's getting nice and dry.'  

The Lord said: 'Noah, see my rainbow in the sky.  

Take all your creatures and people the earth  

and don’t be more trouble than you're worth.' 
  



Genesis Six 

Reflection Questions 

 

1. Humanity has fallen – fast (immediate recognition of shame, and far (exiled 

from the garden). They/We have fallen out with each other (Adam and Eve 

blame but speak to one another). Humanity has fallen apart – the human one 

is opposed to self – conflicted, at war within (Cain has a demon waiting to 

devour within). But it is not until now – chapter 6 – that it is clear that 

humanity has fallen out with God. God’s warning had been ‘the day you eat of 

the fruit, that day you will surely die’, but only now is humanity under a death 

threat. What provokes this response of God now? Read 6:1-7(8). Though 

difficult to identify precisely who are ‘the sons of God’ and ‘the daughters of 

men’, what is clear is that the wickedness of humanity is now universal. Once 

it had been Cain alone, then Cain’s line represented by the murderer (rapist?) 

Lamech, now everyone. Violence and corruption characterize this state of 

human nature. God’s indictment is this: ‘every inclination of the thoughts of 

the human heart was only evil all the time.’ God will never reverse this 

judgment, but … later in the Bible, God will do much much more than send a 

flood to deal with this sad truth. Name the later deeds of God that address 

human sin. Name the work of God in your life to address sin in you. 

 

2. ‘Noah found grace.’ And then sends him to work. ‘Elected to salvation and to 

service’ we Calvinists say. No call to Christ that is not accompanied with a 

commission from Christ. When was your call? What is your commission? (Ark 

building is not necessary any more). 

 

3. ‘Noah did everything just as God commanded.’ Ever have that moment? 

What prevents this being said about you? What further grace do you pray for 

that you too may be ‘righteous and blameless’?



Genesis 5 

Death, Beautiful Women, and the Heroic Temptation:  

The Lead-Up to the Return of Chaos and the Flood 

 

The Genealogy 

A third wholly new creation story 

 The first (chapter 1): God alone, the cosmological story; 

 The second (chapter 2): God and humanity, the paradigmatic story; 

 The third (chapter 5): humanity alone, the story of descent and growth. 

1. God creates them both – male and female – in his own image, blesses them, names them 

“Their” (plural) name is ha’adam 

2. Ha’adam names Eve. Together, they are whole. 

3. Adam begets a son in his own likeness (as if for the first time) and it is Seth (not Cain or Abel).  

Seth is barely named but is in God’s image and the note of hope sounded at the last story is heard again  

(a line of humans that call on the name of the Lord). 

Seth’s line: very little harshness is noted here 

 They multiply, they flourish, they live (very very) long.  

Adam, if alive today and had another 14 years to go, would have been born in 1111 AD. 

 

Compare the 10 generations Adam to Noah with the 7 generations from Cain to Lamech’s sons – Jabal, Jubal, Tubal-Cain 

 Cain’s: self-reliant, God-defying had built cities rather than wandered, began the arts, were warriors,  

Most distinguished descendant - Lamech - man boasts of murder to his wives and against God 

 Seth’s: by comparison is simpler, gentler 

  Most distinguished descendant – Enoch – walks with God 

  Seth’s Lamech remembers the Lord, accepts the mortal lot divinely given, has comfort in birth, renewal 

  All live between 895 and 969 years; Lamech a perfect 777; Enoch does not die at all. 

 

Do the math – the numbers beg for you to figure this out 

  If Adam’s birth (actually creation) is the year = 0, then Seth’s birth = year 130, Enosh = 235, and so on 

 Thus: Lamech is born in year 874 (check my math), but Adam does not die until year 930 

 So…all the generations are as much simultaneous as successive; 

  thus they are growing up in numbers as much descending down the generations; 

 all nine generations are alive at the same time for 56 years, and all their descendants. 

 But Adam drops dead in 930, the next in 987 (do the math) they soon start dying one after the other 

 

Death comes 

After nearly a millennium of practical immortality – death comes and takes them all – nearly all 

Cain’s act shows that death may come quickly and early by violence; but not that it was necessary by nature 

 Adam’s death must have sent them reeling 

Noah – born in year 1056 - is the first to be born after Adam’s death and thus is the first not to know Adam (or Seth) 

 No first hand stories of Eden and its prospect for immortality – Noah knows only a dying world 

  Noah is the first man to grow up knowing he will die – a received part of the human condition 

   Thus the prototype of self-consciously mortal man 

    In his naming there is comfort in the midst of toils 

 

 

 



In the Mean Time 

 

In the “mean” time the rest of humanity, and Seth’s line now also, goes boldly and heroically wild 

 Naturally: they, living once in a deathless world as immortals, are like the gods, they think 

    The belated discovery of their mortality offends them and makes them angry 

    So they, like Homeric Heroes, go forth to meet death on their own terms 

    They exchange immortality for the pursuit of Glory = immortal fame; earned in battle by killing/being killed 

 

Death is also the mother of beauty – the beautification of the world fated to decay, rife with death 

 Art = the creation of beautiful things that will last = material/aesthetic immortality 

  But is it good? The beautiful is mis-taken for the good by the “sons of God” 

 

And Beautiful women 

 Appreciation of beauty is one thing; the desire to possess, control, rule it is another thing altogether 

 Think of Helen of Troy and the Trojan War caused by a trans-tribal desire for a woman at all costs 

“sons of God” “daughters of men” 

 ?sons = demi-gods, angels, mighty men, giants; daughters = human? 

  This is the language of the story 

 ?sons = descendants of Cain; daughters = descendants of Seth? 

  The descendants of Cain had “mighty men”, deaths are not recorded, Lamech has (takes?) wives 

  The descendants of Seth knew death, we hear of the birth of daughters. 

 ?sons = line of Seth; daughters = line of Cain? 

  Seth and descendants are better at the “likeness of God” 

  Cain descendants are women who beautify themselves with arts 

  Disturbed by Adam’s death, the Sethites seek out new mothers/women 

 In all of these 3 options, the lines are mixing; in the last two, the human lines are mixing – godliness is losing out 

 

 

God’s Response 

 

God limits the years of life to 120 – too much evil from lives lived too long 

 Does this plan also fail? The evil continues after the flood and the reduced life spans 

God repents = changes course 

 Remember we are being taught in these chapters – this is instruction in what it means to be human 

 We identify with God in his disappointment and resolve for a new direction, yet are horrified at it as well 

 God reveals this to teach us about us, and also about the starkness of the great change = a repentance 

  Repentance need not include remorse and improvement; it requires change 

The violence is so great that humanity will destroy itself completely;  

there is no redeemer/redemption at hand; no self-remedy; no godly line anymore 

 The experiment in human autonomy is over – it/we failed; all is anarchy now; no self-regulation 

Chaos has returned to creation, and just like at creation, the flood (the “waters/deep” of Genesis 1) is its manifestation 

God gives Noah grace 

     Noah is righteous (with regard to others), simple (has a whole soul; w/regard to himself), and is walking with God 

but grace precedes all this (only a Calvinist would feel a need to make this clear) 

Is the flood mercy or punishment? Is it like Cain’s mark? If so, God’s justice and mercy are intertwined again. 

  



 

Genesis Five 

Reflection Questions 

 

1. Eve sees it all – all her children go to war against all her children. She may be the saddest figure in 

the Bible. She remembers Eden; she witnesses Hell on earth. For centuries. And all the actors are 

her own children. Grief. Think of God. All are very much his too. In chapter 6 God repents of this 

(=determines to change course) because it is all so bad. A wise Latin phrase says: operis sui 

corruptioni magis infensus operi suois -  “God has become hostile more to the corruption of his 

own work than [he is to] the work [itself].” Every parent knows what Eve and the Creator knew. 

You too? 

2. Another Latin phrase: Quanto magis in te infirmus es, tanto magis te suscipit Dominus; nostra 

humilitas ejus altitude - “By how much more you are weak in yourself, by that much more the 

Lord supports you; our lowness is His loftiness.” Seth’s line ‘calls of God (presumably for help). 

They are lifted up. Know that to be true in your life?  
  



Genesis 4 

Fratricide and Founding: The Twisted Roots of Civilization 

 

This is primordial life now outside the garden, where we live: 

 It is the life of human beings born and now born of humans  

  living under their own internal, natural, knowledge of good and bad – 

This is what unregulated human life is really like. 

They have received no moral instructions; know no imposed law, human/divine. (They don’t know they are in the Bible.) 

Thus we see: 

1. The household and family – the first human institution, hence the first element in society; 

2. The equally elementary, yet very different relationships, bet. parents/children and bet. brother/brother; 

3. Distinctive human passions related to sociality, preeminently: wounded pride, anger, jealousy, fear, dread. 

4. Violent death, crime and punishment, and the rudiments of natural justice; 

5. The emergence of agriculture and settlements, the arts and the city; 

6. The first attempts, through sacrifice, at a relationship between God and humanity. 

 

Last word in garden = no tree of life possible for humans and no possibility of bodily immortality 

First act outside the garden = procreation = immortality by other means - replacement 

 

“Know” =experience, connect, sex, procreate. 3 times in chapter: Adam his wife, Cain his wife, Adam his wife again. 

Cain: “I know not. Am I my brother’s keeper?” 

 

Eve is center of story at birth of children, exults, delights, speaks; Adam does none of these things. 

“I have gotten/created a man with the Lord”; with = with the help of the Lord? Or like the Lord? 

 She conceives, labors, births; the child is of her substance. 

 

Cain is prototype: first human born, unlike his parents 

 

Cain is celebrated by Eve, Qayin = created!;  

Abel is not celebrated and is unnamed, unspoken over/about; He is known as Cain’s brother. 

First born protects pride of place; second born seeks a place. 

 Man/Woman relationship based on complementarity and natural desire; their lines intersect naturally. 

 Brother/Brother on rivalry; their lines do not intersect, but are parallel; when intersection, it is problematic. 

  b/b often have common interests; m/w are each other’s common interests. 

Cain and Abel are not alike – birth order, naming, relationship to mother, occupation. 

 

Occupation 

 Farming = complex: planting and cultivating; disciplined: waiting for harvest; wit: bread from grain;  

      tools, arts, fences, and practices that lead toward cities and civilizations. Self-sufficient and designs his life. 

Herding = simple, open; dependent and his life is designed for him. 

    Yet: Farming = serving the land, looks down; Herding = dominion; looks over.  

 Who is Master and Who is mastered? 

 

 

               

  



 Sacrifices: Pride or Submission? 

Sacrifice is of human origins; no commands precede or prompt this story 

 God will eventually reluctantly concede to the need/desire and regulate sacrifices 

Sacrifice = tribute, not = “make holy”; is this fear or gratitude? 

1. God is the kind of being that could or does care for me; 

2. God would more likely care for me if I pleased God; 

3. I could please God with gifts. Why? Because I am pleased by gifts (presumption = God is like me); 

4. God likes what I like. 

Cain intuits the deity; Abel merely copies. 

Why does God accept the one but not the other? 

 Foreshadowing? Condition of the heart? Shepherd over Farmer? Second born over First Born? A mystery? 

Is Cain’s sacrifice not rejected, only not accepted yet; is he merely uninstructed or is he defiant/disobedient? 

 

                Anger, Shame, Justice 

Justice in the beginning of humanity is like justice at the start for children: 

not altruistic matter of doing right by another, but a selfish matter of not letting others do wrong to oneself. 

The copycat sacrifice of a lazy younger brother is preferred; he to me is preferred. How did they know? Did Abel know? 

 This is shame = others do not see me like I see me. 

Anger is natural and inconsolable, until God speaks (God speaks only to Cain; How heard, How understood?):  

It is not about the sacrifice; it is about sin crouching nearby (in his heart?) 

Anger is directed at Abel, not God it seems. 

 

                                                        Crime and Punishment 

Premeditated murder: appoints a (wild, uncultivated) place and sets up a meeting with Abel = evidence. 

“I know not. Am I the shepherd’s shepherd?” Yes. A No to the question = murder. There are positive duties of morality. 

 Does Cain’s “Am I?” also = “Aren’t you his keeper (you favored him)?” directed toward God? 

Blood. That is what could have united them. Cain also dies in the murder. He will never be secure again in life of life. 

The ground is cursed and you, Cain, more so. 

 He is sentenced to be homeless; Farmers cannot be wanderers 

Yet Cain exaggerates the curse – adds to it. Fears vengeance! From who? The “mark” is protective not a target. 

 Does his sense of injustice continue, now directed at God? 

God speaks at length to Adam and Eve only after disobedience; now at length to Cain only after the murder. 

 

                                                                         Two Lineages; Two Directions 

Cain: names a city after his son (he does not wander in the Land of Nod = “wander”) 

 A city is a fortress = insurance; = launching pad for exploits 

  Cain had moved from plowshare to sword. 

The “Begats” beget housing, herds (= wealth), music, metal and metal working. 

Lamech boasts to his wives of murder (of their husbands?), of greater conquests than Cain, defying/denying God. 

 Poetry and prowess in his own person; he sings his own exploits (first music = self congratulation?). 

This is a description of The Heroic Age 

 

Seth: named by Adam, not by, now again, silent Eve, with Cain and Abel both lost to her.  

(Eve will live long enough to see her children go to war against her children). 

 Seth’s son calls on God. He is Lamech’s opposite. 



Genesis Four 

Reflection Questions 

 

1. ‘Am I my brother’s keeper?’ If we answer the question with a No, we are by that 

confession guilty of neglect. Think of your response if a parent answered ‘No’ when 

asked the same of her child. Cain’s answer attempted to put it on God (as did Adam 

and Eve: ‘the woman you gave me made me do it’; ‘the serpent you put in the 

garden made me do it’), by saying literally ‘Am I my shepherd’s shepherd?’ Wasn’t 

shepherding us, caring for us, God’s job? Isn’t God responsible here? … Well… is he? 

Abel is dead. What responsibility will God take? What responsibility must we all take 

for every murder? Aren’t we all our brother’s keeper? 

2. Cain is in rage because he has been (he thinks) dealt with unjustly - he has been 

treated by God as less than what he imagines himself to be. Yet he is angry at Abel. 

He is competitive with Abel – comparing, contesting. The Bible will teach repeatedly 

that the relationship with our brother determines – can diminish, can aid – our 

relationship with God. ‘Reconcile first with your brother, then come to the altar’, 

says Jesus, maybe thinking of the Cain/Abel story. Know someone with whom to 

reconcile? Reconcile. 

3. God shows the world’s first murderer mercy – promises to protect. How can you 

account for such a mercy? 



Genesis 3 

 

What did Adam and Eve, the Serpent, and God say and do? 

 

 

Humanity has been placed in a world in which it has three primary relationships –  

God above, others beside, creation below. 

All three relationships experience alienation as a result of human choice and action in chapter three – 

 humanity is banished from the garden of God, where God resides; 

 humanity is divided against itself, being ashamed in each other’s company; 

 humanity will now struggle against creation, both procreating and food producing. 

 

Are these new realities consequences or punishments – that is, are they descriptive or prescriptive? 

Let’s practice with God’s word to the serpent. 

 ‘You will crawl on your belly’ sounds prescriptive, a punishment; ‘eat dust’ sounds descriptive, a consequence; 

 ‘I will put enmity between you and her seed’ prescriptive; ‘you will be crushed’, a consequence. 

Let’s apply this to Adam and Eve. 

 To Eve: ‘I will make your childbearing painful’, prescriptive, a punishment “I will make…’;  

‘you will desire your husband and he will rule over you’, descriptive, a consequence. 

 To Adam: ‘the ground is cursed because of you’ sounds prescriptive, a punishment ‘you’re at fault’; 

so ‘painful toil awaits, until you die’, descriptive, a consequence of the ground being cursed. 

Of these punishments/consequences the ones spoken to Eve seem the most complex, at least the least obvious. 

 Is the ages long enmity of her seed and the serpent the source of her (spiritual?) pain? 

 Ask Mary what she thinks of this when Simeon says of her child age 8 days, in the Temple; 

  ‘He shall be the cause of the rising and falling of many, and a sword will pierce your own soul too.’ 

 And why is desiring your husband either punishment or consequence? And why does it lead to his rule over her?  

  

 

Though this chapter, like Chapter Two is a study in uncultured humanity  

       this does not mean, necessarily, that we are humanity as ideal or even normative. 

We are childlike, inexperienced;  we are humanity as created, w/o human culture as an actor. 

Genesis Two is descriptive, not prescriptive (only “multiply” and “do not eat” are prescribed), 

 nor is it primarily moral instruction; we are observing the human,  

we are not reading law (but the necessity of law will be shown by chapter three and all that follows). 

The human one in Chapter 2 has body (procreation and eating) and mind (speech and reasoning).  

The human ones in Chapter 3 have will (choosing and acting) and heart – sociality and sexuality. 

Human aspirations and associations now are present; they/we are no longer passive but active.  

 

The Serpent: ‘most shrewd’, were the others shrewd too only less so? 

‘shrewd’ is ‘arum in Hebrew; cunning, the opposite of naivete 

‘naked’ is ‘arummim in Hebrew; innocent, without clothes, and by extension, without experience, wisdom. 

The Serpent: a speaking animal (and upright? or can lift its head like a cobra?) speaks half-truths as full truth. 

 

Humanity uninstructed, lacking discerning experience, now shows desire to become knowing, apart from God, like God, 

and thus becomes knowing, now lacking trusting obedience, and are apart from God. 

Their eyes open: they begin to see the meaning of things and are ashamed. 

Procreation is not continuation of self but of species, and replacement of self. 

Culture will be needed: needles = first tool; sewing = first art; hiding = first goal of culture. 

 



 

The Now Very Vexed Question of Man and Woman 

 

When they ate, ‘their eyes were opened and they saw their nakedness and were ashamed’. 

 Are they ashamed of their (former?, continuing?) naivete now knowing good and bad? 

 Are they ashamed at their deed? Did morality suddenly spring on them? 

 Are they ashamed at the foolishness/danger of what they had done, death now beginning to be felt in them? 

 Are they simply ashamed of their nakedness being seen/judged by the other? 

Shame has its roots in needing others to approve – others who may withhold that approval. 

Their desire now becomes to be desired; they want more than anything to be wanted by the other. 

Is it because, as we experience it, the one with the lesser need/desire has leverage over the other  

   that her pronounced desire for her husband becomes the pretext, the context, for his rule? 

Are we sure that rule is always negative? Her childbearing is not bad, only the pain that comes with it? 

 Is it only the potential (certain!) tyranny, that we all attempt when given rule, that is wrong here? 

 Do we not think – rightly or wrongly – that usually he desires her with a greater urge/passion? 

 (One Bible commentator says that the serpent spoke to her first because she had room in her brain for thought; 

  Adam had only sex on the brain.) 

 (Another: She wants more, a longing for something else; He wants her; He wanting her, follows her.) 

 

Is this the beginning of patriarchy (as either punishment or consequence)?  

Woman is derivative/second, but therefore last – later creations of God are more complicated and more highly valued; 

Man is derivative of dust, woman of living flesh; Man is breathed into, woman always had the breath of God. 

Man less than whole until woman, woman whole from the beginning; has even enough to give life to another. 

 

Adam and Eve do not speak to each other; they blame each other. 

  

God walks in garden which he enjoys and in which he lives and in which God and Man and Woman meet in the evenings. 

They hide; God seeks them. Who has the desire for whom? 

God speaks. Is this re-creating reality for the sake of humanity? 

There will be painful labors: she in childbirth (the ‘multiply’ command), he in working the ground (the ‘til’ command). 

Her labor gives new life; His sustains life. Life is laborious. 

God addresses Eve, the life-giver, as one who is labor. 

God addresses Adam, the Ruler, now as the Ruled. 

God speaks of salvation: The promise of the final defeat of Serpent and victory of the Woman’s Seed. 

  Adam (now ruling over her, or being appreciative?) names her ‘Eve’ ‘Mother of all Living’. 

Eve is silent. In Chapter 4, upon her first birth, she will exult; Adam will be silent. 

 

The primordial story of man and woman hints that,  

despite all the dangers that accompany the humanization of sexuality,  

it is complementarity – the heterosexual difference – and not just doubleness  

that may point the way to human flourishing altogether.  

Conscious love of the complementary other draws the soul outward and upward;  

in procreation, love, mindful of mortality, overflows generously into creativity,  

the child unifying the parents as sex or romance alone never can;  

and the desire to give not only life but a good way of life to their children  

opens the man and woman toward a concern for the true, the good, and the holy.  

Parental love of children may be the beginning of the sanctification of life.  

 

‘It is not good for the human one – neither for man nor for woman – to be alone. ‘Male and female created he them’. 



Genesis Three 

Reflection Questions 

 

1. Why did they do it? Paradise not enough? How is it possible that they could be 

convinced that God did not have their best in mind?  So… why does humanity yet 

do this over and over again? Why do you? 

2. Alienated from God. What of what they lost in their relationship with God do you 

most desire to have restored? Has any of it been restored? 

3. Alienated from each other. What is lost that you think most precious? With 

whom in your life do you most want to be reconciled? If you could reconcile two 

(individuals, peoples), who would you reconcile? 

4. Alienated from creation. Describe a humanity and the world reconciled. 

5. This chapter most often is said to be describing ‘the fall’. That metaphor is not in 

the text. In one word, how would describe what happened in Chapter Three – to 

a child, to a new believer, to a non-believer? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Notes and Quotes 

 

Genesis 2:4-25 

 

Genesis 1:1 introduces Genesis 1; Genesis 2 introduces Genesis 3-11; (Genesis 2-11 introduces … the whole Bible?) 

Gen. 2 supplements story of creation in Gen. 1 by adding a 2nd story, rather than by interpreting it – as the 4 Gospels.  

 

 

Looking Back: Two Stories of Creation 

 

The first creation story focuses on heaven and earth, on the entire cosmos; 

  the second focuses on human beings in their terrestrial situation. 

In the first, the cosmos beginnings are watery and amorphous (1:2);  

  in the second, the earthly beginning is dry (2:5). 

The first story ends with humanity; 

  the second begins with humanity. 

In the first, the animals come first and humanity is to be their ruler; 

  in the second, the beasts come after, as humanity’s possible companions.   

In the first, humanity is to be the master of life on earth (1:28); 

  in the second, the servant of the earth (2:5,15). 

In the first, male and female are created together; 

  in the second, they are created sequentially, male first female second  

(or alternatively, the first human being is divided). 

In the first story, humanity – male and female - is made directly in the image of God (1:27); 

  in the second, the human one is made of earthly dust and divine breath (2:7) and becomes godlike  

only at the end – “now the man is become like one of us” (3:22) – and only in transgressing. 

In the first, things are said to be “good”;  

  in the second, there is a tree of knowledge of good and bad, nothing is said to be “good,”  

and one thing – the human one’s aloneness – is said (by the Lord God) to be “not good.” 

In the first, the name for God is ‘elohim (God), 

  in the second YHWH ‘elohim (the Lord God or Yahweh/Jevohah God).    

In the first, plants are given to living things for food (1:29-30); 

  in the second, the human one is to serve and keep the plants; the fruit trees are given for food (2:15-16). 

In the first, in need of encouragement, man is given a positive injunction, for procreation, dominion (1:28); 

  in the second, in need of restraint, the human one is given a negative commandment (2:17). 

In the first, God names and blesses (1:22, 28; 2:3); 

  in the second, the human one names, and later God curses but not the human one (3:14,17). 

In the first story, God’s first blessing concerns reproduction (1:28), and then food (1:29); both are positive. 

In the second story, food comes before sex and reproduction, and each is tinged with ambiguity and 

sorrow: there are, first, generous remarks about eating, but with one restriction (2:16-17), followed by 

the emergence of sexuality, first without shame (2:25), later with it (3:7); only later in the story (in the 

“punishment”) do we learn (for the first time) about childbirth, that it will be painful (3:16), and the truth 

about food, that it will come only with toil (3:18-19). 

In the first story, human freedom and reason appears to be our badge of distinction; 

   in the second story, human freedom and reason are potentially the source of our troubles. 

 

 

The story begun in Genesis One, ends in Genesis One; the story in Genesis Two continues directly into Genesis Three 

The last phrase of Genesis Two ‘… and they were not (yet) ashamed, anticipates that they will be.  



Looking Forward: The Story that Has Not Ended 

 

The primordial world follows the form of the prototypical human one: 

 everything is latent (seeds not plants are present; human potential present, not yet actual) 

 “to till” = to rule and regulate; and also = “to serve” – which is it? which will it be? 

  the same words are used of Levites/priests working in the Temple 

 made of dust and the breath of God;  

higher than the earth, but bound to it; ha’adam = “ground”; to it we return; also to God? 

  made from the earth but not alienated from it; made of God, but not alienated 

 simple, childlike, unexperienced, untroubled, content, self-conscious but not problematically; 

placed but not yet performing; in command but not yet commanding; 

 

The Two Trees: not necessarily for eating – a tree is independent, free standing, with obvious majesty but hidden roots 

Tree of Life = deathlessness at the center of the garden, no fear of death nor desire to eat of it … yet 

Tree of Good and Bad = knowledge of … leads to disruption of simple innocence 

 A knowledge of good and bad = that there are good/bad; a concern with/for g/b; an experience of g/b; 

humanity in an hospitable place, w/o needs; but “seeds”, a latency lurks;  

a freedom has been given, there is choice; choice implies judgment, desire, reason 

freedom to be/do (what?) and freedom from (what? who?); if you have everything what do you desire? 

a warning in the form of a command; a plea not a test 

        “Bad” = more than moral evil = pain, suffering, ugliness, disorder 

      Like the tree, humanity may become independent, free; obvious majesty, hidden roots… and forbidden 

To reach for the hidden fruit is already to have tasted it; desire = act (before eating, Eve sees the tree is good to eat) 

 

What has been prohibited but now has become actual is 

 Autonomous knowledge (God already knew these things) of how to live,  

found nearby (in a garden), 

visible (they “saw” it),  

based on experience (eating), 

chosen in freedom (they were able to reach), 

selected by reason (this is the beginning of human thinking). 

 This is choosing for oneself, apart from God; according to the Bible this is the bane of humanity 

It is choosing against God’s choices - It is reason versus revelation 

 

Speech 

God creates by speech; finally the human one speaks, but not to God, not to her; to whom? 

The first words about God will be from the serpent; about God, not to God; none to God until after… 

ha’adam is silent until he names the animals, thus creating a second world atop the divinely created world 

 the appearance of animals elicits naming [God and dog] 

Differentiates one thing from another; also differentiates one’s self from all others 

 Does naming differences order and thus cohere things, or divide and alienate things? 

Man and Woman 

The appearance of the woman elicits poetry; but he does not speak to her…hummmm 

Ha’adam does not name the other, yet; he calls her ‘the other’ ‘from me, but not me’ -“ish” and “ishish” 

 Division = Difference; Will difference = division? 

 She is a counterpart, an opposite, a complement, an equal but not the same 

  [a Malankara Orthodox Church wedding = ‘Adam and Eve’] 

  

This is a story not only of what happened once, but of what happens. Do you see this happening? 



Genesis Two 

Reflection Questions  
  

1. Ah… Paradise. What in this description of the Garden of Eden most attracts you? 

What in our world, present in Eden but now lost, do you ‘miss’ the most? What still 

lingers of the Eden? 

2. (Much on this next week, but) how would you describe the relationship of Eve and 

Adam as first created?  

3. What is the relationship of the human one(s) to God?  

4. What is the relationship of the human one(s) to creation – the animals and the 

ground? 

5. The final verse says there was no ‘shame’ in their ‘nakedness’, thus foreboding that 

such a thing is possible (maybe even certain) and that ‘nakedness’ can, in other 

circumstances produce shame. Among other things (usually sexual/moral/personal) 

this has been read to mean the loss of innocence often thought of as experience). 

Can we ever get innocence back after we are experienced? 

6. When the human one was created it was not said ‘it was good’ – ‘good’ meaning 

complete, perfected, a perfect fit for its mission. What is lacking? God said ‘it is not 

good for the human one to be alone’? The division of the human one into a man and 

a woman presumably solves that need. But are the human ones now complete - 

‘good’? 

  



Notes and Quotes 

 

Genesis 1 – 2:3 

 

The letter ‘bet’  is first, not ‘aleph’. Midrash notes this.  

Its shape closed on top and bottom and at the right end (Hebrew reads right to left), 

  but is wide open on the left, the direction of what will be.  

We are blocked from seeing any of what lies above, below or before this announced beginning. 

So we read with humility – ‘we cannot know what we do not know’  Augustine. 

And we read with confidence – this is divine self-revelation. 

 

An alternative account to all the ancient near eastern myths. 

 “The controversial note is heard indirectly, as it were, through deliberate, quiet utterances of Scripture,  

      which set the opposing views at naught by silence or by subtle hint.”      Umberto Cassuto 

 Genesis does not polemicize but simply narrates. 

     Example: The critique of the sun. The sun as god was universal especially in Egypt and Babylonia. 

Not first, or even early (day 4). After day/night and evening/morning (day 1); after vegetation (day 3). 

Created to rule over the day (and the moon over the night), but … not over us. 

Light before sun in the Bible’s first chapter; Light after sun in the Bible’s last chapter. 

     Not a history of the gods (or of God). God is unintroduced. Needs none. Himself speaks; His own story.  

     Creates by speech/command ‘Let there be’, ‘Let the earth bring forth’, and less by action. 

     No begetting by generation, or making of one thing from another (until humanity). 

Not so much the Story of Creation as the beginnings of the Story of the Creator 

 

‘In the beginning, when God began to create… Now, the earth was…’  

= creation of things from no-thing (ex nihilo)? Colossians 1:16-17; Hebrews 11:3 

= creation of purpose and order for all things? ‘God set the stars in their place’ 

Genesis less concerned with matter than we are, but clear that matter is not eternal. 

‘The God of Creation is the guarantee of order, the repudiation of Accident or Chance’ H. C. Brichto 

 

Creation of light is the creation of daylight thus the creation of time. Light = Time; only Einstein gets this. 

 

Creation by division, demarcation:  

     Intelligible hierarchy; evolution will not give values, creation admits it; “higher/lower”; Darwin avoids. 

     Chaos, tohu vavohu, = unformed, undifferentiated; neither mass nor energy; no substance, no activity. 

          Either lack place (light), or have place; 

          Either lack definite space, needing to be filled (heavens, sea, earth), or have definite place, filling a place; 

          Either lack local motion (plants), or have local motion; 

          Either lack life (sun, moon, stars), or have life; 

          Either non-terrestrial (fish, birds), or terrestrial; 

          Either not in God’s image (land animals), or in God’s image (humanity).   

This is Plato’s diaresis and Aristotle’s logic. 

 

Creation by addition: 

 Day 1 = Day 4         

 Day 2 = Day 5 

 Day 3 = Day 6     

Creation of kingdoms (days 1-3), then kings (4-6). 

 



Double acts of creation on Day 3 – land and plants - and Day 6 – animals and humans. 

 

‘Let us make …’ ‘us’ is the plural of fullness – not obligated grammar, the heavenly court, the doctrine of the Trinity 

 

Humanity: “ha a’dam” = the human one; not a man’s’ name. 

 The highest, but the only created thing not called “good”. But, when done, it is “all very good”. 

  Good = perfected, complete. But humanity is not yet what it will one day will be. 

Humanity is pre-destined but not at its destination. 

Jesus, sinless, yet learns by obedience, suffering - Hebrews 

 Image = “cut-off, chiseled” = a statute representing the thing; not the thing, in place of the thing. 

 How is humanity like God? Answer: First we need to know what God is (like). 

  God speaks, commands, names, blesses, and hallows; 

  God makes and makes freely; 

  God looks and beholds the world; 

  God is concerned with goodness or perfection of things; 

  God addresses solicitously other living creatures and provides for their substance. 

      God exercises speech and reason, freedom in doing and making, powers of contemplation, judgement, care.  

 

Three relationships for the Human One –  

 God above – worship; Humans beside – fellowship; animals below – stewardship 

 Stewardship emphasized first. Humanity takes on the divine and divinely given task of caring for creation. 

 

Humanity was made on a Friday afternoon; Detroit cars made on Friday are to be avoided. 

Humanity is ‘blessed’ = favored and thus provided for = food and all that is necessary for food. 

 Pagan gods needed humanity to feed them – the story of Persephone. 

Humanity is central to the text and climactic to this chapter, but not to the cosmos. 

 The cosmos is God’s Temple. God built it for himself; heaven = throne, earth = footstool. God resides here. 

 

 

Sabbath = ‘cease’; more clear on what not to do than do. Be creative.  

Sabbath is a perpetual memorial to creation = time to gain and solidify wisdom and perhaps worship 

 So ... awe, reverence, wonder, sense of place, and pride of place, and humility of place 

 Only humanity with heart uplifted can also bow the head. 

‘The Sabbath keeps us better than we keep the Sabbath’. Elie Wiesel  

Sabbath is the final division – ‘holy’ = set apart for special purpose. 

 All things have their purpose/function. The Sabbath’s is different than all other things. 

 ANE had 7 day weeks but tied to the moon; Israel’s Sabbath is tied to God. 

 

Three blessings in Genesis 1: (1) fish/fowl ‘be fruitful’; (2) humanity – ‘be fruitful and rule’;  

(3) Sabbath – unknown (fruit?), only a report ‘that’ not ‘what’ – we cannot know. 

 

 

‘The whole point of Scripture is to bring us to a knowledge of Jesus Christ – and having come to know him (and all this 

implies), we should come to a halt and not expect to learn more. Scripture provides us with spectacles through which we 

may view the world as God’s creation and self-expression: it does not, and was not intended, to provide us with an 

infallible repository of astronomical and medical information. The natural sciences are thus effectively emancipated from 

the theological restrictions.’ Calvin 1534. 



Genesis One 

Reflection Questions 

 

1. This story of creation is a critique of other Ancient Near Eastern creation narratives/beliefs. 

For example: though Egypt and Babylon worshipped the sun, the sun arrives late (day 4),  

    is itself created, is limited in what it rules (the day only, not the night, not humanity). 

Genesis One is still a critique of all alternative narratives/beliefs/values. 

What are the current competitors to this story? 

How are they critiqued by Genesis? 

 

2. The Human One was created for God above, worship; humans beside, fellowship; creation 

below, stewardship.  

a. Imagine humanity is on these three tasks. Describe the world. Describe your life. 

b. How is humanity doing? In each of the three relationships. 

c. Propose, for the whole of humanity, one corrective remedy for each of the three 

relationships/commissions. Any confidence of success?  

 

3. ‘The Heavens declare the glory of God’ says the Psalmist. 

When and Where do you hear this most clearly? 

 

4. We were created in the image of God, says Genesis. 

We are being conformed to the image of the Son, says the Apostle. 

What of God’s image in you is being restored? 

To what of the Son’s image are you being conformed? 

What of God and his Son do you most want to image? 

  

 

 


